Chapter: 3146
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

For an artist who has just debuted, what An Ning has suffered is
nothing. Of course, An Ning’s rejection of Zeng Yuan does not mean
that others will definitely reject Zeng Yuan.
While An Ning was being tossed around by Zeng Yuan’s tricks, another
actress in the crew had a good time.
Lin Yanyan, the supporting actress who is the same villain as An Ning,
has even less drama than An Ning, but in the past two days, she has
frequently appeared in the camera.
An Ning naturally knew what was going on, but he never mentioned it
in his heart. As long as the role of Princess Minmin is not finished,
there will be a place for it to stand out.
The direction of the script of a play has been determined in advance,
and the big complex will not change, but the length of the appearance
time of each actor in each play can be freely controlled by the director.
An Ning still remembers that when she was the heroine in a certain
drama in her previous life, because the second female lead was
unspoken by the director, her titular protagonist didn’t show much at
all in the entire thirty-five episodes of the whole drama. On the face of
it, this female No. 2 took the limelight.
Obviously, after a new life, he is now back on the old path.
Some minor scenes, which Director Qin did not pay attention to, were
handed over to Zeng Yuan to shoot. Zeng Yuan is also very
courageous. As long as Director Qin is not there, he dares to add
drama to Lin Yanyan unscrupulously, and even ignores the two leading
actors. The two even flirted with each other in the crew, of course no
one else would care.
Lin Yanyan has acted in many dramas since her debut, but because she
looks ordinary and has no special features, she has always been tepid.
An Ning seems to have heard other people’s gossip before, and it
seems that Lin Yanyan also obtained her role in “Peerless Beauty” this
time through abnormal means. Of course, these are all chasing words,
and no one has brought them to the table.
But on the third day when Zeng Yuan continued to add drama to Lin
Yanyan, Chi Fang just walked over to An Ning after filming the scene,
and sat down very leisurely, looking at Lin Yanyan who was
performing: ” Did Zeng Yuan also find you that day?”
An Ning was stunned. At first, she didn’t realize what Chi Fang said.
When she did, just when she was about to speak, Chi Fang added:
“Don’t forget, I live next door to you. I heard it all.” Then he patted
An Ning’s shoulder with brotherly loyalty: “You have really been
impressing me all the time, and you will be your own sister from now
on, so don’t be polite to me.”
Only then did An Ning realize what Chi Fang was talking about. After
the voice swirled in her mouth a few times, she found that she couldn’t
say anything, she just said in a low voice, “I did what I was supposed to
do. That’s it.”
Perhaps Zeng Yuan felt that these little tricks to trick an actress were
too unprofessional, or maybe he was intoxicated in Lin Yanyan’s gentle
village, and gradually An Ning was tricked less and less, of course from
time to time. will also suffer some “surprises”.
Life in the crew seems to be gradually returning to normal, Chi Fang is
becoming more and more enthusiastic about An Ning, and even makes
An Ning feel unaccustomed to it, but feels that it is more reassuring to
get along with Lin Keke.
“What kind of identity do you think this Chi Fang is? A completely
new actor, yet able to be so free and easy.” At the end of another
filming, Lin Keke happened to be sitting next to An Ning, looking at
Chi Fang who was filming and couldn’t bear it. Live said.
Obviously, not only An Ning was curious about Chi Fang’s identity, but
others in the crew also noticed.
Without waiting for An Ning to speak, Lin Keke said without any
hesitation: “I don’t think her temperament is not that the financial
master behind her is rich and powerful, that is, she has a rich father.
But looking at it like this, probably the latter is mostly the case. ”
“Probably.” This is the same as An Ning’s own speculation.
Because she was already very familiar, An Ning didn’t turn around. In
fact, she was very envious of Chi Fang’s temperament.

